CHAPTER   XVIII
DISASTER —AND RETREAT
THE NEXT MORNING, POOR NORTON HAD GOT SNOW-BLIND*
ness pretty badly, and had to stay where he was, in a
tent on the North Col. I was advised to go down if I felt
like it, for I was not fit enough to be of much help to
anyone, and the obvious place for me was the Base. So
down I went in the knowledge that Mallory and Irvine
were already making their attempt. And at the Base
" Beetham and I are very comfy, living like fighting cocks
on the Base-camp luxuries. I am very glad to have two
or three days1 complete rest, as my throat is still pretty
bad and I am far more breathless than at our first arrival
here/' Obviously, I had got a dilated heart, as most
climbers on Everest do after going very high, " I am
doing experiments on my blood, etc., to try and see whether
I have de-acclimatized/' They showed that I had not
done this. The heart, not the blood, was at fault, and as
it turned out it took two weeks to recover, and then did so
quite suddenly one day.
June loth.—Beetham—crippled with sciatica, however
stoutly he tries to keep going and to do all he can—is with
me, anxiously awaiting news from above. Mallory and
Irvine started on the 6th from No. 4 Camp, and will, we
hope, have climbed the mountain on the 8th. No news as
yet—but weather is not too bad, and it may be that they
have done it. We ought to hear to-morrow.
June nth,—No news. It is ominous. A few people
have filtered back to the Base, very pessimistic. It is
very disappointing to think that Mallory and Irvine may
have failed—but they may never come back. They may
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